POCKET CHRONOMETER 912
BY JOHN ADAM MANGAAR

by Tony Proctor

It is not often that one comes across a watch that could have been made by the grandson of a king. Even less often does that watch take the form of an early pocket chronometer. The pocket chronometer discussed here (Fig. 1) was made by John Adam Mangaar (1746-1809) of Maiden Lane, Covent Garden, London, and it is the only pocket chronometer, or indeed any watch, by him that I know.

Data relating to known surviving eighteenth-century pocket chronometers made in the United Kingdom indicate that by far the largest number are attributable to John Arnold and Thomas Earnshaw. From published sources it is possible to confirm the existence of at least twenty-six Arnold pocket chronometers.1 Randall provides information on early pocket chronometers and specifically gives detailed information on those of Earnshaw.2 He points to around a dozen or so other Earnshaw pocket chronometers produced before 1800 and two pocket chronometers produced by Earnshaw bearing Wright’s patent punchmark and signed ‘Jessop’ and ‘Tomlin’ respectively. A number of other makers produced pocket chronometers before 1800 and these included Margetts, Emery and Brockbanks as well as lesser known makers. It is hard to gauge the actual number of pocket chronometers produced prior to 1800 because watchmakers’ numbering systems for chronometers were apt to combine both larger marine chronometers and pocket chronometers.

In addition some makers simply included the numbers assigned to pocket chronometers in with the numbering for their ordinary pocket watches. However, Mercer indicates that some six hundred or so instruments were produced by Arnold alone.3

Fig. 1. Pocket chronometer 912, made by J A Mangaar. Diameter over the paired cases 63 mm, over the stem and bow as well 86 mm.


Many of the pocket chronometers made before 1800 are now in private collections. Unfortunately due to accidental damage and non-reporting of pocket chronometers one cannot be exact about the number still in existence. Confusion can also exist when assigning dates because hallmarks on cases and actual numbers on movements may not be chronologically linked. In addition, movements may have been re-cased or cases produced well before the movements which they contain. In terms of numbers of surviving pre-1800 pocket chronometers, it seems that one should be thinking in terms of double figures rather than triple figures. This estimate is based upon documents, books, records of sales at auctions and by Internet dealers over the past two decades.

JOHN ADAM MANGAAR (1746-1809)

John Adam’s father, Colonel John Mangaar (born 1718), was a Dane resident in London, and is claimed to have been a son of King Frederick IV of Denmark by a morganatic marriage. His mother, Martha Sidney (born 1722), was the third daughter of Captain Marlow Sidney, 2nd Royal Dragoon Guards. John Adam was the fourth of ten children from this marriage. The youngest, Jeremiah Marlow Mangaar (1755-1819), became a pawnbroker in the city and John Adam seems to have had a close affiliation with him, especially during the last years of his life.

John Adam was born on 28 February 1746 and was baptised on 28 March 1746 at St Pauls, Covent Garden. He served his apprenticeship as a watchmaker with Joshua Hassell and completed it in 1763. Hassell had been apprenticed to William Elkins who in turn had served his time as one of John Ellicott’s apprentices. The skills of watchmaking had thus been passed down to John Adam Mangaar from a very reputable source.

Colonel John Mangaar is recorded as a haymaker and he and his family were resident in Maiden Lane in 1756; the exact address is not known. Around 1760 he appears to have run into financial difficulties, witness a notice of his insolvency. The need for good financial management was thus learned by John Adam at a relatively young age. However, this was not the only time in his life that he was to encounter this lesson.

He entered into a partnership with John ‘Junior’ Kentish during the 1760s, later expanded to include William Allman. The partnership was active at Storey’s Gate, Westminster, London but was subsequently dissolved in 1772. This was probably just as well from Mangaar’s point of view, because in 1774 Kentish was declared bankrupt. However, John ‘Junior’ Kentish was still working as watchmaker in 1798.

On Christmas Eve 1774, John Mangaar married Elizabeth Marsh at St Clement Danes, Westminster.

Whether Colonel Mangaar’s family continued to reside at Maiden Lane is unclear. Nor is it clear where John Adam and Elizabeth took up residence after their marriage. They had no
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children. Figure 2 illustrates a trade card for Mangaar at the Maiden Lane address.\textsuperscript{16} It is signed Darling and Robinson, Great Newport Street. As the partnership between William Darling and John Robinson, engravers, was dissolved on 16 July 1785,\textsuperscript{17} this indicates that John Adam Mangaar was undertaking his watchmaking business in Maiden Lane from at least as early as 1785. It will be noted that the actual number shown on the address appears to have been altered.

Mangaar was recorded at 38, Maiden Lane as a coal merchant in 1794,\textsuperscript{18} and Britten has him as a watch and turret clock maker and coal merchant at this address for the period 1790-97.\textsuperscript{19}

One can only speculate about John Adam Mangaar’s watchmaking activities after the breakup of the earlier partnership and his marriage to Elizabeth, but it would thus appear that he kept them alive until 1797 at the address 38, Maiden Lane. In July 1799, however, he appears to have run into financial problems, witness a bankruptcy notice in the London Gazette which records him as living in York-Street, Covent-Garden, with occupation Victualler, Dealer and Chapman.\textsuperscript{20} The next month, we read of the obligatory sale of the
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property at Maiden Lane. Some two years later a further notice indicated that he had managed to resolve his bankruptcy.

John Adam Mangaar died in 1809 at the age of sixty-three. He must have been ill for some time, as his will, drawn up the previous year suggests that he was aware that his end was in sight. At the time he was living near his youngest brother Jeremiah in the area of Highgate.

POCKET CHRONOMETER 912

The inscription (Fig. 3) indicates that the chronometer was made while John Adam was at the Maiden Lane address in Covent Garden. There are no hallmarks on the white metal pair cases and they have not been tested to establish whether or not they are made of silver.

The general characteristics of the watch would suggest that it dates from the period towards the turn of the century. Mercer suggests a date of 1800. There are no other recorded pocket chronometers or chronometers produced by Mangaar as far as I can establish. Britten records Mangaar as a fine maker of duplex watches, but there is some doubt about his claim as he refers to a watch made by Mangaar as late as 1834!

In putting an exact date on the watch, one could take into account the probability that Mangaar adopted a new numbering system after 1774 when the early partnership with Allman and Kentish was dissolved. In the absence of any information to the contrary one might argue that the pocket chronometer featured here dates from some time earlier than 1800, perhaps prior to 1797 in line with the evidence presented in the pre-1785 trade card and Britten’s dates indicating that Mangaar resided at Maiden Lane from 1790 to 1797.

The instrument features a flat balance spring and an Earnshaw spring detent escapement under the bottom plate. There is a regulator fitted as well as three balance screws to adjust the timekeeping. One will also notice a very large diamond end stone on the balance cock (Fig. 4).
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The balance itself has three arms. The watch has now been adjusted to provide reasonable time-keeping (~20 secs a day upright, + 40 secs a day face up) which it appears to be able to produce very consistently. Prior to recent times the watch had not apparently been run for over twenty-five years. Further improvements in accuracy are no doubt possible, but given the age of the chronometer and delicacy required in making adjustments it is best to leave the watch in its now newly adjusted state.

The watch contains a watch paper (Fig. 5) produced for John Carter, 61, Cornhill, Chronometer Maker to the Royal Navy. John Carter (1804-1878), civic activist and Lord Mayor of London (elected 1859) was born of an established Southwark family on 8 March 1804. He was left as an orphan at a young age and was apprenticed to a chronometer maker. In 1838 at the annual trials of chronometers at the Royal Observatory and in competition for rewards offered by the Government for the best chronometers, he obtained a greater number of rewards than any other chronometer maker. The Royal Observatory also noted that several chronometers constructed by Carter, either belonging to the Royal Navy, or on trial for purchase by the Government, had been rated at the Royal Observatory as extremely good.26

By 1840 he had established his own business in the City and was noted for the excellence of his instruments, serving as a juror at the Imperial Exhibition at Paris in 1855. He was Master of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1857, 1860 and 1865 and Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society. He died at Stamford Hill on 8 May 1878. The connection between the paper and the watch is not certain, of course, but it could well be that the chronometer by Mangaar was handled by Carter in the 1830s in connection with his dealings with the Royal Navy.

CONCLUSION

The London watchmaker John Adam Mangaar (1746-1809) is mentioned in Baillie (‘active 1763-1799’) and Britten, but not much is known about him. The Mangaar 912, the only pocket chronometer made by him that I know, could be earlier than the 1800 as Mercer has dated it. This would make it of interest as an early example of an Earnshaw spring detent. Information found about Mangaar’s life would seem to corroborate a pre-1800 date, as it would seem that he lived at the Maiden Lane address in his signature for an unspecified period between 1774 and 1797; however there are uncertainties about these dates, and for some or much of this time, he may not have been (primarily) a watchmaker. I would like to hear from readers if they know anything else about Mangaar or surviving timepieces by him.
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